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SUMMARY
In this paper, we compared the left-to-right & top-down parsing strategy with
the island-driven & botom-up strategy by using a simulated phoneme recognizer.
The both strategies adopted the beam search. The syntactic constraints were
represented by a context-free grammar. The word lattice for an utterrance was
generated by a word spotting algorithm from an ambiguous phoneme sequence.
These two parsing strategies were used for finding the best word sequence from
the word lattice. We evaluated them through three different tasks (small, com-
bined and large).
From the parsing results by the two strategies, we can conclude in the
following: (I) the recognition accuracy was almost the same for both strategies,
(2) the left-to-right & top-down parsing strategy was superior to the island-driven
& bottom-up strategy in terms of the processing time.
And also we found that the sentence recognition rate was not so sensitive on
the vocabulary size, or on the combined task in comparison with a single task.
However, when the initial part of an utterance was noisy, the island-driven
strategy became superior to the left-to-right strategy. Finally, we found that our
proposed parsing machanism for missing function words was effective.
1. INTRODUCTION
In speech understanding systems, there are two basic control strategies for the
syntactic analyses. One is a left-to-right parsing control strategy, and this
strategy has been used for a syntactic analysis of text inputs or speech inputs.
The standard parsing algorithms are based on Earley's algorithm (top-down),
'CYK' algorithm (bottom-up), and Augmented Transition Network grammar.
The other control strategy is an island-driven strategy. This strategy was
attractive for speech understanding systems, because candidate words obtained
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from speech input were not always correct. Indeed, the HWIM speech under-
standing system developed in BBN adopted this strategy by using the Augmented
Transition Network grammar l ). This system begins the parsing from most reli-
able seeds obtained by the initial scan of utterance.
There are also the other basic choices for the parsing strategy. They are a
backtracking search versus a parallel search. In speech understanding systems,
the most optimal word sequence should be found in a word lattice because the
detected words were not perfect and had scores of reliability. In such a case, the
paralle search is suitable and is usually implemented in a beam search2)3). The
search is more efficient than a best-first (A *) search4).
Levinson studied on the effects of syntactic analysis on speech recognition by
means of a computer simulation5). He found that an acoustic word error rate of
10 % was reduced to 0.2 % after syntactic analysis, resulting in a sentence error
rate 1 % for a 127-word vocabulary task. Recently, Miller and Levinson tested
the effectiveness in a similar simulation technique using a 1040 vocabulary and a
context-free covering grammar6).
In this study, we compared the left-to-right & top-down parsing strategy with
the island-driven & bottom-up strategy by using a simulated phoneme recognizer.
The both strategies adopted the beam search. The syntactic constraints were
represented by a context-free grammar. The word lattice for an utterrance was
generated by a word spotting algorithm from an ambiguous phoneme sequence.
The input of parser consists of a word lattice of candidate or spotted words, which
are identified by their begin and end times, and the score of the acoustic-phonetic
match. Recently, Ward et al. have also studied on a similar comparison7). They
found that the island-driven parser produced parses with a higher percentage of
correct words than the left-to-right parser in all cases considered. However they
did not use the grammatical constraints expressed in a context-free grammar, but
trigram models of sentences of lexical and semantic labels. Their evaluation
criterion was the rate of correct word. Our criterion was the rate of correct
sentence. Therefore, our conclusion was not comparable with their results. First,
we describe the simulator of a phoneme recognizer and two parsing strategies
which were used for finding the best word sequence from the word lattice.
2. SIMULATOR OF A PHONEME RECOGNIZER AND WORD SPOTTING
2. 1 Simulator of a Phoneme Recognizer
Since we would like to know the effectiveness of syntactic analysis for various
qualties of phoneme recognizers, we simulated phoneme recognizers. So we
generate ambiguous phoneme sequences including substitution errors, insertion
errors and omission errors for a correct phoneme sequence corresponding to an
input sentence on the basis of assumed confusion matrix of phoneme recognizers.
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Fig. 1 shows the confusion matrix, where the parameter P denotes the
phoneme classification correct rate. We also assumed that both the insertion and
omission errors are 5 % for all phonemes. In our simulation, we set the para-
meter P to 60 % or 80 %.
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Fig. 1. Confusion matrix between phonemes (P denotes the phoneme recognition
rate)
2.2 Word Spotting Algorithm
For speech understanging systems, the problem of detecting and locating a
specified word in continuous speech has been considered. In 1975, Sakai and
Nakagawa proposed a word spotting algorithm by using a dynamic time warping
algorithm2). It was applied to the phoneme sequences and detected the key words
in a given task. It was very difficult to spot functional words from a classified
phoneme sequence, because the phoneme sequence contains insertion, omission or
substitution errors. Christiancen and Rushforth applied a similar algorithm to
spectral sequences8), but their method was suboptimal in the application of dyna-
mic programming. In this paper, we modify our previous method for working on
a phoneme sequence generated by a confusion matrix.
<Notation)
A=aI, a2, , ai, ~., a/:
denotes the ambiguous phoneme sequence as the output of a phoneme
recogmzer.
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B=h 1, hz, , hj , •••••• , hJ :
denotes the correct phoneme sequence for a lexical word.
P(i, j) :
denotes the logarithm of confusion probability between ai and hj .
Q(i, j) :
denotes the maximum likelihood in terms of m for (maximum cumulative
likelihood between am, am + 1, ••• , ai and b1, hz, ... , hj ).
B(i, j) :
denotes the argument of maximum in terms of m for (maximum cumulative
likelihood between am, am + 1, ••• , ai, and b1, bz, ... , bj ).
PI: the insertion probability, 5 %, for all phonemes.
Po: the omission probability, 5 %, for all phonemes.
Ps : the substitution probability, that is, 1.0-Pr Po.
If we could calculate Q(i, j) for the i-th phoneme in the input sequence and
the lexical phoneme sequence, the word spotting problem would be solved. That
is, if Q(i, j) satisfies the threshold for word detection, the location can be regarded
as B(i, j) ~i in the input phoneme sequence.
Q(i, j) and B(i, J) are calculated by the followi~g DP equation:
1. Initialize
Q(-l, j)=Q(O, j)=-lOOOOOO forj=l, 2, ... , J
2. Execute steps 3, 4 for i= 1, 2, ... , I
3. Word boundary process (set of beginning point)
B(i, j) =i
ql = -1000000
if i>l, ql=logP(i, l)+logP(i-l, 1)+logPI
q2=logP(i,I)+logPs
q3=log Po
Q(i, 1) =max lql, q2, q3f
if Q(i, 1)=ql, B(i, 1)=i-l
4. For j=2, 3, ... , J
ql =q2= -1000000
if i~3, ql = Q(i-2, j-l) +log P(i-l, j) +log P(i, j) +log PI
if i~2, q2= Q(i-l, j-2) +log P(i, j) +log Ps
q3 = Q( i, j - 1) + log Po
Q(i, j) =max(ql, q2, q3)
if Q(i,j)=ql, B(i,j)=B(i-2,j-l)
if Q(i, j) =q2, B(i,j) =B(i-l, j-l)
if Q(i,j)=q3, B(i,j)=B(i,j-l)
5. The likelihood of word spotting (score) = 1000+ 100X Q(i, j)/J
2.3 Word Detection Procedure
As described above, if we set the threshold for word spotting, we can detect
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candidate location and likelihood for a given wordlO)II). However, in general,
many similar locations are detected, e. g., the same locations except for ending
position. Therefore, if the candidate locations are detected for the successive
ending positions, we select only the most probable location on the basis of cumula-
tive likelihood or the normalized average likelihood by the length of the lexical
word. If this procedure is performed on all the lexical entries, we can generate a
word lattice for the input utterance (ambiguous phoneme sequence).
The word spotting result is represented by the set of four items; (beginning




(I 7 kei,.Nki 9J
(16 25 zikiteep 965)
(26 28 tunage 894)
(28 30 tomeyo 909)
(28 30 ireyo 917)
form:
(beginning point, end point, word name, score)
Fig.2. An example of a word lattice.
3. REPRESENTATION OF GRAMMAR AND WORD PREDICTOR
The syntactic knowledge in terms of the "task" is given by the grammar.
This grammar is represented by the context-free grammar as shown in Figure 3.
The variable with the affix "@" shows that it is a nonterminal symbol, and the
variable with "*" a word class (a kind of nonterminal symbols). The word class
contains the set of words with the same syntactical category. The numbers of the
row and column define the position of a production rule. They will be used for
the parsing algorithm described in the next section.
In the LITHAN speech understanding system2), we proposed an efficient
context-free parsing algorithm which is similar to Earley algorithm9). Fig. 4 shows
an example of a part of a parsing table by Earley algorithm, where the input is
"MARY WILL PLAY..." and the grammar is given in Fig. 3. This algorithm
makes a parse tree table (set of states) in the fashion of left-to-right. The
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0 I 2 3 4 5
8 @S ~ @NP @VP
16 @S ~ @NP *AUX @VP
24 @S ~ *AUX @VP
32 @NP ~ *DET @NP2
40 @NP ~ @NP2
48 @NP2 ~ *ADJ @NP2
56 @NP2 ~ @NP3
64 @VP ~ *VERB
72 @VP ~ *VERB @PP
80 @VP ~ *VERB @NP
88 @PP ~ *PREP @NP
96 @NP3 ~ @NP3 @PP









word *VERB ~ KNOW









Fig. 3 An Example of Context-Free Grammar.
predictor and completer from states are not efficient, because it needs many times
of searches in the table. Therefore, we modify this algorithm in the following.
Let the position of a production rule be represented by the number!!}. For
example, the number "8" denotes @S, "9" @NP, and "19" @VP in the above
grammar. The basic problem is formalized as follows: Which words are pre-
dicted as the succeeding words, when a partial sentence is given? For example,
when the partial sentence "MARY WILL PLAY" is given, which words could be
appear in the right hand side? In this cace, the partial sentence is derived by the
following production rules: @S ~ @NP *AUX @VP ~ @NP2 *AUX @VP
~ @NP3 *AUX @VP ~*NOUN *AUX @VP ~ MARY *AUX @VP ~
MARY WILL @VP ~ MARY WILL *VERB, MARY WILL *VERB @PP or
MARY WILL *VERB @NP ~ MARY WILL PLAY, MARY WILL PLAY
@PP or MARY WILL PLAY @NP. Therefore the succeeding words could be
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@S ~ ·@NP *AUX @VP .0
@NP ~ · @NP2 .0
So @NP2 ~ · @NP3 .0
(X\=MARY) @NP3 ~ ·*NOUN .0
*NOUN ~ . MARY .0
*NOUN ~ MARY· .0
@NP3 ~ *NOUN· .0
@NP2 ~ @NP3· .0
S\ @NP ~ @NP2· .0(X2=WILL)
@S ~ @NP· *AUX @VP .0
*AUX ~ · WILL .1
*AUX ~ WILL· .1




· *VERB @PP .2(Xs=PLAY)
@VP ~
· *VERB @NP .2
*VERB ~ • PLAY .2
*VERB ~ PLAY· .2
@VP ~ *VERB· .2
@VP ~ *VERB· @PP .2
Ss @VP ~ *VERB· @NP .2
(X4 = ?) @S ~ @NP *AUX @VP· .0
@PP ~
· *PREP @NP .3
@NP ~ · @NP2 .3
Fig. 4- An example of parsing table by Earley algorithm.
predicted from @PP and @NP. "BY", "OF", "WITH", "THE", "A", "BIG",
"YOUNG", "JOHN", "MARY", "MAN", "I", "TENNIS" and "GAME" are
predicted.
We can memorize the application order of the procuction rules ,by the sequ-
ence of positions in the grammar. For the above example, "MARY WILL
PLAY" is derived by the sequences "16" -+ "17" -+ "17" 40" -+ "17 41" -+ "17 41
56" -+ "17 41 57" -+ "17 41 57 104" -+ "17 4157 105" -+ prediction of *NOUN
-+ "18" -+ prediction of *AUX -+ "19" -+ "19 64", "19 72" or "19 80" -+ "19
65", "19 73" or "19 81" -+ prediction of *VERB. For convenience sake, we call
this sequence a "grammar path". The recursive algorithm for parsing or predic-
tion is given below:
1. Enter the given grammar path into "path list".
2. If the path list is empty, then stop. Otherwise, select a grammar path from
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the path list. Add I to the number of the most right hand side in the grammar
path. This number indicates the next position to be processed in the grammar.
• If the variable of the position is a terminal symbol, predict the word (ter-
minal symbol) and return the grammar path. Then go to step 2.
• If the variable of the position is a word class with the affix "*", predict the
set of words for the word class and retern the grammar path. Then go to
step 2.
• If the variable of the position is a nonterminal with the affix "@", the
production rules with the same nonterminal at the left hand side are pre-
cicted, that is, the head positions of these rules are concatenated at the
most right hand side of the grammar path. Enter these paths into the path
list. Then go to step 2.
• If the variable of the position is empty, eliminate the number of the most
right hand side in the grammar path and enter this path into the path list.
then go to step 2.
In this procedure, we should pay attention to the representation of left recur-
sion in a production rule, e. g., @NP3 ~ @NP3 @PP ~ @NP3 @NP3 @PP ~
Therefore we must restrict the application of such a rule. Although the
times of the application are generally restricted, we restrict the length of grammar
path.
In the above example, "MARY WILL PLAY" was derived by the three
different derivations, that is, three different grammar paths. (It is called "an
ambiguous grammar".) This is not efficient. Therefore, we should rewrite the
grammar as shown in Figure 5. The representation of Figure 5 is efficient because
a partial sentence has only one grammar path. (Such a grammar is called "an
0 1 2 3 4 5
8 @S ~ @NP @AUX @VP
16 @S ~ *AUX @VP
24 @AUN ~
32 @AUN ~ *AUX
40 @NP ~ @DEN @NP2
48 @DEN ~
48 @DEN ~ *DET
56 @NP2 ~ *ADJ @NP2
64 @NP2 ~ @NP3
72 @VP ~ *VERB @PN
80 @PN ~
88 @PN ~ @PP
96 @PN ~ @NP
104 @PP ~ *PREP @NP
112 @NP3 ~ @NP3 @PP
120 @NP3 ~ *NOUN
Fig. 5. Equivalent Representation of the Example Grammar.
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unambiguous grammar".) This representation is also effective for the beam
search described below, which has the limitation for the number of grammar paths
memorized.
4. TIME-SYNCHRONOUS LEFT-To-RIGHT PARSING ALGORITHM 10)
4. I Backward Algorithm W* 10)
Next, we extend this parsing/prediction algorithm to the time-synchronous
one. We already proposed the basic idea which combined the word spotting
algorithm with a syntactical constrained connected word recognition algorithm.
We call it "Augmented Continuous DP Matching Algorithm 1I)" • In the literature,
the syntactic knowledge was represented by a finite state automaton or regular
grammar. In this section, we extend it to a context-free grammar. Figure 6
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Fig. 6. A time-synchronous left-to-right parsing method (Backward Parsing Algorithm W*)
If all possible partial sentences are taken into consideration, the computation
time or memory spaces will become large. Therefore we select a few best partial
sentences and abandon the others. We proposed this pruning technique in the
LITHAN speech understanding system2). In general, this search technique is well
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known as "beam search". First we define the following notations:
I : length (in frames) of an input sentence.
at, a2, "', ai, "', a/: the feature vector sequence of the input pattern.
CAND(m) : the m-th word candidate detected by the word spotting algorithm.
BEG(m) : the beginning frame of CAND(m).
END (m) : the ending frame of CAND (m) .
SCORE(m) : the matching score for CAND(m), normalized by the length of the
reference pattern. (The larger is the score, the better is the matching.)
NOCAND: the number of candidates detected by the word spotting algorithm.
WSEQ(i, k) : the k-th best word sequence which matches with aI, a2, ''', ai of the
input pattern, which satisfies the given grammatical constraints.
CSCORE(i, k) : the cumulative score for matching WSEQ(i, k) with at, a2, "', ai.
GPATH(i, k) : the grammar path corresponding to the partial sentence WSEQ(i,
k).
PREDICT(i, k) : the set of words which are enable to appear in the right hand
side of WSEQ(i, k).
BEAM: the upper limit of number of partial sentences memorized for every input
frame, that is, width of beam search.
PARSER(arg) : function of parsing, which has a grammar path as an argument,
and returns with predicted words and the grammar paths. The parsing
algorithm has already been described above.




PREDICT(O, 1) +- jpredicted wordsl by PARSER(GPATH(O, 1))
2. Execute steps 3, 4, 5, 6 for i= 1, 2, "', I
3. k=O.
Execute steps 4, 5 for all m such that END(m) =i.
4. Execute step 5 for j=BEG(m) -gapl, BEG(m) -gapl + 1, ''', BEG(m) +gap2.
5. for r= 1, 2, "', BEAM
if CAND(m) E PREDICT(j, r), k=k+ 1.
GPAGH(i, k) +- jgrammar pathl by PARSER(GPATH(j, r)) which predicted
CAND(m).
WSEQ(i, k)=WSEQ(j, r)*CAND(m).
CSCORE(i, k) =CSCORE(j, r) +SCORE(m) X (i-j)
If PARSER(GPATH(j, r)) generates plural GPATH(i, k) which memorize all
the plural GPATH(i, k), WSEQ(i, k) and CSCORE(i, k).
Note that the contents of WSEQ(i, k) and CSCORE(i, k) for all the plural
memories are the same, respectively. The operator "*" denotes the con-
catenation of a word sequence at the first operand and a word at the second
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operand.
6. Sort CSCORE(i, k) and select only the top BEAM partial sentences, cumula-
tive scores, grammar paths, and predictive words on the basis of sorted
cumulative scores, that is, WSEQ(i, r), CSCORE(i, r), GPATH(i, r), PRE-
DICT(i, r) and PARSER(GPATH(i, r)), for r= 1, 2, ''', BEAM.
If different word sequences have the same grammar path at the same frame in the
input pattern, these partial sentences behave the same action hereafter. There-
fore, we keep only the better sequences, and abandon the others. Inversely, if
different grammar paths have the same word sequence at the same frame, these
paths and sequences are kept, respectively. The gapl and gap2 denote the
searching region of beginning frame of a spotted word. This is to cope with the
mis-detection of spotting. The gap2 may corespond to the overlapping region
between words.
There are three kinds of word sequences. The first is a partial sentence and
an incomplete sentence,' where a partial sentence means that it has a succeeding
word at the most right hand side. The second is a partial sentence and a
complete sentence. The third is a complete sentence, but not a partial sentence.
If at least one of contents of grammar paths obtained by PARSER(GPATH(i, k))
becomes empty on the way of prediction, WSEQ(i, k) is a partial sentence and a
complete sentence. If all the contents of grammar paths become empty, WSEQ(i,
k) is a complete sentence.
4. 2 Forward Algorithm S * 10)
Strictly speaking, the required space for PREDICT(i, k) or temporary results
of the PARSER becomes large. Therefore, in practice, we use commonly PRE-
DICT(i, k) for all k in our experiments. However, this is evidently not efficient,
because we must execute the PARSER more than two times for the same argu-
ment if there exists a legal word.
The algorithm W* is time-synchronous in terms of the ending frame of
spotted words. We propose another efficient time-synchronous parsing algorithm
S *, which is time-synchronous in terms of the ending frame of generated partial
sentences. This algorithm executes the prediction of words at the right hand side
of a partial sentence and the concatenation of a spotted word (candidate word) at
the same time. Figure 7 illustrates the flow of the forward parsing algorithm S *.
The algorithm is the following, where BREADTH (i) denotes the number of partial
sentences which end at the frame i:
(Forward Algorithm S *)
1. Initialization.
GPATH(O, 1)="8".
BREADTH(O)=I, BREADTH(i)=O for i>O.
2. Execute steps 3, 4, 5 for i=O, 1, 2, "', I
3. Execute steps 4, 5 for r= 1, 2, "', BREADTH(i)



















partial sentence I + WI
partial sentence I + W3
Fig. 7. A time-synchronous left-to-right parsing method (Forward Parsing Algorithm S*)
4. PREDICT(i, r)+- jpredicted wordl by PARSER(GPATH(i, r))
5. for all m such that CAND(m) E jpredicted wordsl by PREDICT(i, r), BEG(m)
>i-gap2 and BEG(m)<i+gapl
t=END(m)
BREADTH(t) +- BREADTH(t) + 1
GPATH(t, BREADTH(t)) +- jgrammar pathl by PARSER(GPATH(i, r))
which predicts CAND (m)
WSEQ(t, BREADTH(t)) = WSEQ(i, r)*CAND(m)
CSCORE(t, BREADTH(t))=CSCORE(i, r) +SCORE(m) X (t-i)
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If PARSER(GPATH(i, r)) generates plural grammar paths which predicts
CAND(m), memorize all the plural GPATH, WSEQ and CSCORE. Note
that the contents of WSEQ and CSCORE for all the plural memories are the
same, respectively.
Sort CSCORE(t, k) for k= 1, 2, ... , BREADTH(t) and select only the top
BEAM partial sentences, cumulative scores, and grammar paths on the basis
of sorted cumulative scores. If BREADTH(t) >BEAM, BREADTH(t) ~
BEAM.
5. ISLAND-DRIVEN & BOTTOM-UP STRATEGY
In an island-driven parsing strategy, partial hypotheses about the possible
identity of utterance are generated from initial "seed" words in the utterance and
are grown into larger and larger "island" hypotheses by the addition of words to
the right/left hand side of the island.
In the HWIM system I), the prediction of possible words at the right/left hand
side of the island is performed by using the Augmented Transition Network gram-
mar. We modified this prediction process to a standard context-free grammarI2).
The management of history of production rules used for the derivation of a partial
sentence and prediction mechanism are the same as the left-to-right parsing
mechanism. Beside such a mechanism, it is necessary to connect the two adjacent
islands13) •
The parsing algorithm is given below.
(1) At the first step, the reliable "seeds" corresponding to the width of beam
search are detected from the word lattice, and set i= 1.
(2) The seeds or islands, the length of which is i, are expanded. If two islands
are able to connect each other, these islands are integrated to an island.
(3) The number of islands with the same length is limited by the preset value,
that is, the width or radis of beam search. Only the some islands with
higher scores are selected and stored.
(4) If the· sentence with the highest score which covers the whole of the utterance
is hypothesized, the sentence is decided as the recognition result. Otherwise,
i +- i+ 1 and go to step (2).
Fig. 8 illustrates this procedures.
6. PARSING STRATEGY FOR FUNCTION WORD, MISSING WORD AND SILENCE
It may occur that a function word or a short word is omitted by a word
spotting algorithm. We should take the omission of function words into consid-
eration, because the function word has very important role on the syntactical
analysis. Therefore, we modify the above algorithm such that the parsing pro-































yoN baN 0 tomeyo
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Fig. 8. An island-driven parsing method
Input: zikiteepu sooti yoN baN 0 tomeyo (Stop the four-th magnetic tape device)
ceeds even if a function word is missed. The modification is the following: We
assume that a function word is spotted at an arbitrary locations by a reasonable
score and length. The matching score is a default value. This assumption is put
In step 5 of the left-to-right parsing algorithm.
We should also take the silences into consideration, because a silence may
appear between words. One solution is to reg.ard a silence pattern as a word
pattern. There is no syntactical constraint for the silence, because the silences
appear between arbitrary words. The other solution is to pay special attention to
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a silence. We adopted the latter approach and implemented it as follows: If there
exists a silence part in the beginning region of a spotted word, i. e., in the BEG(m)
-gapl~BEG(m)+gap2, we widen the region to "the beginning frame of the
silence" -gapl~BEG(m)+gap2. This operation is equal to delete the silences
from the lattice. However, the silence gives the important information to the
system, because there exists a choked sound in Japanese.
7. COMPARISON RESULTS
7. 1 Task definition and word lattice
We used the three tasks of "computer network", "department store guidance",
and "UNIX Q-A" as the evaluation task, which had adopted in the LITHAN2)
and SPOJUS-SYNOI4) speech understanding systems. The vocabulary size was
about one, two, or five hundreds, respectively. Four types of task are simulated as
follows:
(a) Small Task: "computer network" with the vocabulary size of 104 words and
perplexity of test set= 3.3.
(b) Medium Task: "computer network" with the vocabulary size of 250 words
and perplexity = 5.3.
(c) Combined Task: combination task of "computer network" and "department
store guidance" with the total vocabulary size of 250 words and perplexity=
3.4.
(d) Large Task: "UNIX Q-A" with the vocabulary size of 521 words and per-
plexity= 10.0.
The phoneme recognizer was simulated by a random generater based on the
Table I. Evaluation of Word Spotting.
(a) Phoneme Recognition Rate=60 %
accuracy of spotted word (top n choices)
Task
missing number ofI 2 5 10 (total) spotted word
small 55.4 69.1 86.3 91.8 6/489 857
medium 42.9 64.0 81.0 86.7 6/489 1477
(b) Phoneme Recognition Rate=80 %
accuracy of spotted word (top n choices)
Task
missing number of1 2 5 10 (total) spotted word
small 80.8 88.3 95.9 97.5 0/489 931
medium 77.9 87.1 94.7 96.7 0/489 1605
combined 77.1 80.5 94.5 96.7 0/489 1745
large 53.5 66.7 78.6 85.5 4/387 3930
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confusion matrix of a phoneme recongizer. We set the phoneme recognition rate
to 60 % or 80 % and both the insertion and omission error rates to 5 %, respec-
tively. The word lattice was generated by a word spotting algorithm from the
generated phoneme sequence. The number of spotted words was about 400 ~
5000 words per utterance.
Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the word spotting performance. The
rate in the columm of the n-th choice shows the percent al::curacy by which an
input word is correctly identified as one among the best n spotted words in the
neighborhood. The number of missing words denotes the total number of unde-
tected input words in the total of 50 sentences (489 words for "computer network"
and 387 words for "UNIX Q-A"). The word spotting performance of the large
task was remarkably worse than that of the medium or combined task, because
there were many confusable words in the task.
7. 2 Parsing results
(a) normal utterance
Table 2. Sentence Recognition Results for the Small Task.
PR : phoneme recognition rate
SR : sentence recogmtIOn rate
PW : predicted words/utterance
BF : average static branching factor
T : processing time/utterance (Apollo Domain 4000, C language)
Parsing width of PR=60 % PR=80 %
Strategy beam SR% PW BF T sec SR% PW BF T sec
5 50 391 5.7 6.4 66 505 6.4 7.7
left-to- 10 66 801 6.8 8.9 78 886 6.7 10.1
right
20 66 1351 6.9 12.4 84 1430 5.9 14.0
5 54 513 3.5 16.2 70 511 3.5 17.0
island- 10 66 1005 3.7 25.7 78 1063 3.6 27.7driven
20 68 1935 3.7 50.1 84 2007 3.6 52.5
Table 3. Sentence Recognition Results for the Medium Task.
Parsing width of PR=60% PR=80 %
Strategy beam SR% PW BF T sec SR% PW BF T sec
5 44 887 14.0 19.0 68 1249 16.7 22.5
left-to- 10 58 1870 17.3 23.7 72 2384 18.1 28.5right
20 60 3334 17.4 38.2 82 3933 15.0 38.2
5 44 1042 7.3 37.5 68 1019 7.5 41.1
island- 10 58 1952 7.9 52.4 74 2109 8.2 59.5driven
20 60 3876 8.2 90.3 82 4008 8.4 98.0
The parsing results by the two strategies are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The total number of simulated sentences was 50 sentences. The average number
of words contained in a sentence was about 8 ~ 10 words. The average static
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Table 4. Sentence Recognition Results for the Combined Task.
Parsing width of PR=80%
Strategy beam SR% PW BF T sec
5 66 649 5.6 22.4
left-to- 10 82 1042 5.4 25.8
right
20 84 1612 5.3 31.4
5 68 469 3.4 39.3
island- 10 82 967 3.5 53.0driven
20 84 1741 3.4 80.9
Table 5. Experimental results for the vocabulary size of 521 words
(large task).
Parsing width of PR=80 %
Strategy beam SR% PW BF T sec
left-to- 40 52 6566 22.3 349.2right
island- 40 52 6829 27.4 659.8driven
branching factor denotes the average number of predicted words at time at the left
or right hand side of a partial sentence. From the table, we can conclude in the
following:
(I) The number of predicted words in direct proportional to the width of beam
search, except 80 % of the phoneme recognition rate in the left-to-right pars-
ing. In the case of 80 %, the total number of partial sentences at a frame
was sometimes less than the width of beam search.
(2) The left-to-right & top-down parsing strategy was superior to the island-
driven & bottom-up strategy in terms of the processing time.
(3) The recognition accuracy was almost the same for both strategies.
(4) The sentence recognition accuracy decreases according with the vocabulary
size, but it is not so sensitive in the size.
(5) The sentence recognition accuracy is insensitive for the combined task, which
consists of the different set of words. This fact would be well understood
from no difference for the average static branching factor (BF) between the
small task and the combined task.
(b) noisy utterance
Next, we simulated the recognition of spoken sentence, the head of which was
disturbed by noises. In order to simulate it, we decreased the scores of first two
words of an input utterance in the word lattice. We generated two kinds of noisy
utterances.
Table 6 shows this simulation result. As expected, the island-driven parsing
method was superior to the left-to-right passing method for a noisy utterance.
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Table 6. Experimental results in the case of noisy words in the head part of input sentence
(small task).
Phoneme Recognition Rate=80 %
Parsing width of SCORE+-SCORE-50 SCORE+-SCORE-25Strategy beam
SR% PW BF T sec SR% PW BF T sec
5 26 502 6.3 7.6 62 505 6.4 7.6
left-to- lO 26 876 6.6 lO.O 72 883 6.7 lO.Oright
20 26 1431 5.8 14.0 78 1429 5.9 14.0
5 64 561 3.5 17.2 68 627 3.8 18.6
island- lO 66 llO7 3.6 27.7 78 1242 4.0 30.6driven
20 70 2032 3.7 52.0 82 2354 4.1 59.6
Table 7. Experimental results of spoken sentence recognition in the case of missing post-
position (small task).
Parsing width of PR=60 % PR=80 %
Strategy beam SR% PW BF T sec SR% PW BF T sec
5 22 277 5.0 6.1 40 404 4.9 7.5
left-to- lO 34 744 5.9 9.3 50 786 5.7 10.0
right
20 64 1263 6.7 13.1 80 1278 5.7 14.3
5 62 535 4.1 15.9 76 617 4.2 17.5
island- lO 64 1128 4.2 26.8 80 1183 4.4 28.0driven
20 64 2315 4.3 53.9 84 2355 4.3 55.9
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(c) missing of functional words
Finally, we simulated such cases those a system missed to detect functional
words (postpositions). So, we used the parsing mechanism as described in chap-
ter 6. The score of postpositions in arbitrary locations was. set at the default
value. The result is shown in Table 7. In this table, we can conclude that our
parsing mechanism for missing words worked well, and the computation did not
Increase, nevertheless the number of words in the lattice essentially increased.
8. CONCLUSION
We compared the two parsing mechanisms for continuous speech recognition.
One was the left-to-right & top-down parser and the other was the island-driven
& bottom-up parser.
From simulation results, we found that the left-to-right & top-down parser
was superior to the island-driven & bottom-up parser on the recognition rate and
parsing time (or predicted words). And also we found that the sentence recogni-
tion rate was not so sensitive on the vocabulary size, or on the combined task in
comparison with a single task. Strictly speaking, it depends on both the entropy
of a given language grammar (task) and the perplexity of phoneme (or word) 15).
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However, when the initial part of an utterance was noisy, the island-driven
strategy became superior to the left-to-right strategy. The further reseach is
necessary to decide which is better. Finally, we found that our proposed parsing
mechanism for missing function words was effective.
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